
Axial Volcano, 2015: Wired and Restless

Event Plumes: Formation, Impacts, Dispersal

But what more will we know 
about ocean-crust interactions 

after the next eruption?
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Eruptions create event plumes

All event plumes accompany eruptions--where observations available 

All eruptions produce event plumes--where observations available

Formation hypotheses

• Crustal release

• Cooling dike

• Cooling lava



EP heat = 70-95% of lava heat (1200°-0°C)
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What we know: physical processes

• Accompanying eruption can be thin 
effusive flow or thick pillow lavas

Lava flows

∑ Heat=~0.01x1017 J

Heat=~2x1017 J Oblate spheroids

• “Instantaneous” formation, consistent shape 

• Volume and heat content can vary by >100x

• Multiple EPs common

• Heat content correlated with lava heat

• Occur at variable spreading rates 
(30-90 mm/yr)

• 2 hr after eruption
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What we know: chemistry

• Observed plume 18 days post-1998 Axial eruption 
did not have normal event plume chemistry

vent fluids

event plumes

Baker et al., 2011
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• Unique and consistent: 
 low 3He/heat and DMn/heat

• High H2/heat implies water:rock interaction

2008 NE Lau SC
Baker et al., 2011



Lupton et al., 1998

Float surfaces

Launch

Gorda Ridge 1996

What Axial could tell us: measurements only
Some questions

Capabilities available now

• Is the existing EP heat vs lava heat correlation universal?

• What is EP formation time (duration of inflow currents feeding EP; 
end of plume growth)?

• How does EP hydrography evolve? 

• Multiple EPs: eruption geometry, timing, ocean environment, or…?

• How extensively is local hydrography disrupted by an eruption?

• Eruption-proof moorings

• Argo floats constrained to  
 vertical mooring wires 

• Post-eruption tracking of EPs

• Gliders on “sentry dury” 

• In place: minimal, seafloor only

Thermistor 
array Chemical sensors 

Currents



What Axial could tell us: sampling needed

Some questions
• Is the eruption plume chemistry consistent with previous EPs?

• Are EPs important for the dispersal of chemicals or life beyond or along 
ridges?

• How extensive are changes in chemistry and flux of chronic venting?

• Are there post-eruption changes in microbial or plankton populations? 

• What is the source of EP fluids?

•  Requires improved technology (eg, sampling AUVs) or rapid response

Capabilities available

OSMO-sampler
Fluid sampler

• In place: minimal, seafloor only



What Axial could tell us: geochemical budgets

• CoAxial93: EP heat=5% of 2 yrs post-
eruption chronic heat 

• But: Cleft86=~100% of 10 yrs of post-
eruption chronic heat 

• And: Carlsberg Ridge2003 EP may have 
been larger (2.4 x1017 J) than Cleft86 

• And:  Only low-T venting before and 
0.5 yr after 2008 EPs on NE Lau Ridge 

Murton et al., 2006Baker et al., 2011

Instead of considering an EP flux only we  
should consider the “eruption flux”: 

Total heat and chemicals  
released during an eruption event  

The “eruption flux” concept

“Eruption flux” lasts <1 yr

Cleft 1986 CoAx 1993 Gorda 1996 Axial 1998

“Eruption chemistry” lasts <1 yr
Days after 1st sample

9N, ‘A’ vent 1991 eruption

Lilley et al., 2003

Impact on chemical budgets





How are MOR/Volcanic Effluents 
Dispersed in an Ocean Basin?

Source: PMEL VENTS program

Answer:  

advection-diffusion, right? 

advection by the general  
circulation, and  

diffusion by large-eddy 
stirring, small-scale 
turbulent mixing and 
thermohaline processes

but …

~2500 m



… consider a well-studied analogue: the North Atlantic salt tongue.

Surface currents

Salinity at 1100 m from GDEM3 climatology.  
Gray areas show the 1100 m isobaths. 
Adapted from Bozec et al., 2011. 



Water velocity at 1000 m from an inverse model. 
Salinity from Levitus (1982) at 1000 m; from contour 
interval: 0.1 PSU. Taken from Bogden et al., 1993. 

Salinity at 1100 m from GDEM3 climatology.  
Gray areas show the 1100 m isobaths. 
Adapted from Bozec et al., 2011. 

Problem Solved!?



Sections of temperature and 
salinity through a Meddy
in the Canary Basin near 
36°N, 28°W in July, 1993, 
Tychensky & Carton (1998).

Schematic of Mediterranean  
bottom water overflow and 
Meddy formation.Taken from 
Bozec et al., 2011. 

But wait, 
there’s more…

… the 
Meddy… 

… discovered in ‘76. 



Below: historical Meddy observations through 1999.  
The diameter of the dots below is ~50 km, but the  
diameter can range up to 100 km and more. 
Figure taken from Richardson et al. (2000).

Meddies are      dots.
White contours are the 
salinity anomalies
relative to 35.1 psu 
at ~1100 m depth.

Meddies Produce the Salt Tongue! 

Mediterranean water flows 
north close to the bottom then
spins off Meddies at ridges.



What is the role of eruption plume eddies (plumeddies?) in 
dispersing MOR/volcanic effluents in an Ocean Basin?

Source: PMEL VENTS program

Same questions as for Meddies:
• where are they formed? 
• how are they formed? 
• how often are they formed?
• where do they go? 
• how long do they last? 
• what characteristics affect longevity?
• how do they dissipate and 

disperse their contents? 
• what is their impact on the tracer 

distributions compared to 
advection-diffusion?

• what can they tell us about the 
mechanisms of mixing and 
stirring in the ocean?  (e.g.,  
active vs. passive tracer diffusion)

• etc. 
 

~2500 m
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EP86 EP87A

EP96A,B

EP98?
EP93A,B,C

Global eruption frequency ~daily (assuming 10-30-km-long dikes)

MOR eruption distribution


